
url number title resolved by commentor dispositionopened by state comments created_at updated_at closed_at
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/1 1 Fragment identifier semantics are independent of URI scheme pr merged satisfied burnburn closed 29 2019-09-17T06:24:01Z2020-02-25T15:23:09Z2020-02-21T02:19:31Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/2 2 Rewrite Authentication section - controller is wrong pr merged satisfied msporny closed 21 2019-09-17T07:17:00Z2020-02-05T21:27:32Z2020-02-05T21:27:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/3 3 Ensure that 'controller' and 'authenticate as' are clear in the spec pr merged satisfied msporny closed 0 2019-09-17T07:25:48Z2020-02-05T21:27:34Z2020-02-05T21:27:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/4 4 Figure out three fundamental roles of DIDs (controller, subject, XXX) pr merged satisfied jandrieu closed 41 2019-09-17T09:01:09Z2020-02-16T17:29:44Z2020-02-16T17:29:44Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/5 5 Where will the DID contexts(s) live? registries satisfied dmitrizagidulin closed 51 2019-09-18T00:27:50Z2021-02-05T16:08:43Z2020-06-12T13:31:59Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/6 6 What happened to the 'old' list of did-spec issues? process satisfied mwherman2000 closed 2 2019-09-18T16:03:21Z2019-10-01T00:35:16Z2019-10-01T00:35:16Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/7 7 Leverage existing RFC7517 to specify cryptographic key pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 6 2019-09-20T05:22:41Z2020-02-21T03:35:03Z2020-02-21T03:35:03Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/8 8 Leverage RFC7518 to specify cryptographic algorithms registries satisfied brentzundel closed 24 2019-09-20T05:25:40Z2020-09-04T13:13:21Z2020-09-04T13:13:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/9 9 Replace RsaSignature2017 by a standard JWA signature pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 8 2019-09-20T05:27:41Z2020-06-26T17:24:21Z2020-06-26T17:24:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/10 10 Explain RsaSignature2018 overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 15 2019-09-20T05:32:40Z2020-06-26T17:24:40Z2020-06-26T17:24:40Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/11 11 What happens when you feed a did: URL to a URL resolver? overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-20T05:41:20Z2020-02-21T03:43:16Z2020-02-21T03:43:16Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/12 12 DID Method discovery mechanism requirement timeout satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-20T05:47:30Z2019-12-04T18:52:58Z2019-12-04T18:52:58Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/13 13 Allow DID documents to be retrieved using any URI scheme pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-20T05:50:05Z2020-02-21T03:45:34Z2020-02-21T03:45:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/14 14 Standardize the key revocation list pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 56 2019-09-20T05:53:12Z2020-07-03T13:08:46Z2020-07-03T13:08:46Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/15 15 need rationale in spec for fully qualified DID references as the value of 'id' fields overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 19 2019-09-20T05:56:34Z2020-02-28T14:49:04Z2020-02-28T14:49:04Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/16 16 Are service endpoints transport layer or application layer specific? overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 15 2019-09-20T05:58:15Z2020-04-10T00:44:21Z2020-04-10T00:44:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/17 17 [Overview] 'Because DIDs reside on a distributed ledger' - not true? wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-20T06:06:36Z2019-10-01T16:25:34Z2019-10-01T16:25:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/18 18 [PURPOSE OF THE SPECIFICATION] Is this draft specification trying to address too many topics when there should be more than 1 spec wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-20T06:13:01Z2020-02-13T03:34:22Z2020-02-13T03:34:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/19 19 [Design Goals] all references to *identifier* management etc. should be changed to *DID Entity* management, etc. wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-20T06:22:17Z2020-02-21T03:47:01Z2020-02-21T03:47:01Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/20 20 [Public Keys] re: referenced keys: Is multiple level recursion allowed? overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 7 2019-09-20T06:31:28Z2020-03-10T23:24:01Z2020-02-28T14:55:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/21 21 [DID Operations] 'all the operations required of a CKMS' are not specified on the body of this section pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-20T06:33:45Z2020-02-21T03:50:41Z2020-02-21T03:50:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/22 22 [Authentication] Is Authentication the correct mechanism for specifying the ownership of a Thing? pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-20T06:40:05Z2020-02-21T03:51:49Z2020-02-21T03:51:49Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/23 23 publicKeyJwk, publicKeyHex, publicKeyBase64, publicKeyBase58 missing from context. registries satisfied brentzundel closed 18 2019-09-20T06:44:01Z2020-09-08T15:45:56Z2020-09-08T15:45:10Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/24 24 make publicKey section more explicit for understanding of DIDs reliance on public keys overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 7 2019-09-20T06:53:59Z2020-02-17T20:04:20Z2020-02-17T20:04:20Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/25 25 (Partially) Encrypting DID Documents pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 6 2019-09-20T07:03:33Z2020-04-10T02:37:10Z2020-04-10T02:37:10Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/33 33 Cheap DIDs and the option to migrate DIDs between ledgers using standard DID Deprecation Registries overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 43 2019-09-23T20:08:02Z2020-11-12T21:16:23Z2020-11-12T21:16:23Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/34 34 Should DID syntax allow an empty 'method-specific-id'? pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 8 2019-09-23T20:11:34Z2020-12-03T22:27:30Z2020-03-24T22:33:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/35 35 Use colon separator or kebab-case for method-specific DID parameter names? overtaken satisfied brentzundel closed 6 2019-09-23T20:12:35Z2020-03-27T13:23:44Z2020-03-27T13:23:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/36 36 Details on the use of method-specific DID parameters pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 16 2019-09-23T20:14:10Z2020-09-18T13:11:43Z2020-09-18T13:11:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/37 37 Add 'DID controller' to 'Terminology' section. pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 1 2019-09-23T20:15:06Z2019-10-23T01:56:35Z2019-10-23T01:56:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/38 38 [Abstract] Not sure of the intended meaning of the following sentence... pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 0 2019-09-23T20:17:35Z2019-10-27T13:21:50Z2019-10-27T13:21:50Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/39 39 [Absract] 'proof purposes' is a new term but is not defined anywhere in the document pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-23T20:19:18Z2020-02-05T21:27:34Z2020-02-05T21:27:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/40 40 [Abstract] Clarification... pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 0 2019-09-23T20:24:56Z2019-10-27T13:21:51Z2019-10-27T13:21:51Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/41 41 [Introduction] Clarification... pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 1 2019-09-23T20:28:00Z2019-09-23T20:48:03Z2019-09-23T20:48:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/42 42 [Introduction] Clarify... pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 0 2019-09-23T20:50:10Z2019-10-18T21:28:30Z2019-10-18T21:28:30Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/43 43 [Introduction] Doesn't read well... pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-23T20:51:53Z2019-10-17T01:16:43Z2019-10-17T01:16:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/44 44 DID Test Suite and untestable normative statements pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 4 2019-09-23T20:53:26Z2019-12-02T14:32:14Z2019-12-02T14:32:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/45 45 Is method-specific-id supposed to be equivalent to param-char? wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 8 2019-09-23T20:54:18Z2020-05-19T14:53:18Z2020-05-19T14:53:18Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/46 46 It would be useful to have `services` as a mapping instead of an `array` pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-23T20:55:38Z2020-02-13T03:56:47Z2020-02-13T03:56:47Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/47 47 Should 'id' be mandatory for 'service' and 'publicKey'? pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 7 2019-09-23T20:56:30Z2019-10-19T19:54:02Z2019-10-19T19:54:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/48 48 Some comments by Steven Rowat pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 2 2019-09-23T20:58:50Z2020-02-13T03:58:11Z2020-02-13T03:58:11Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/49 49 If an existing DID Document has a Service Endpoint fragment, what are the primary keys to be used if that Service Endpoint needs to be replaced, updated, or deleted?wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-23T21:00:44Z2020-02-13T04:01:22Z2020-02-13T04:01:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/50 50 Random capitalization of 'key terms' ...those that appear in the Terminology section pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 3 2019-09-23T21:02:43Z2019-10-18T22:03:13Z2019-10-18T22:03:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/51 51 [Convention] Method `0` (zero) become a well-known method for retrieving properties/metadata from/about a particular DID Server wontfix satisfied brentzundel closed 5 2019-09-23T21:05:14Z2020-01-09T00:44:00Z2020-01-09T00:44:00Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/52 52 (Minor note) update the IANA file external satisfied iherman closed 2 2019-09-25T10:17:12Z2020-02-14T04:44:19Z2020-02-14T04:44:19Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/53 53 Normative vs. non-normative references pr merged satisfied iherman closed 6 2019-09-25T10:25:46Z2020-05-08T13:20:39Z2020-05-08T13:20:39Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/55 55 Add support for ethereumAddress public key type in @context registries satisfied awoie closed 27 2019-09-27T11:32:04Z2020-07-23T22:00:22Z2020-07-23T22:00:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/57 57 Clarification of other verification methods in authentication section missing overtaken satisfied awoie closed 16 2019-09-27T11:47:27Z2020-06-12T13:33:17Z2020-06-12T13:33:17Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/58 58 Registry handling process satisfied iherman closed 27 2019-10-01T07:45:40Z2021-01-05T16:33:19Z2021-01-05T16:33:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/64 64 Encrypted serviceEndpoint values? wontfix satisfied dmitrizagidulin closed 8 2019-10-05T22:49:19Z2020-02-28T14:53:54Z2020-02-28T14:53:54Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/65 65 Does DID Document metadata belong in the Document? pr merged satisfied dmitrizagidulin closed 50 2019-10-09T13:00:54Z2020-09-18T13:12:14Z2020-09-18T13:12:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/67 67 Supported public key formats? pr merged satisfied msporny closed 50 2019-10-10T01:58:49Z2019-12-12T19:50:47Z2019-12-12T19:50:47Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/68 68 When do we publish a FPWD? process satisfied msporny closed 17 2019-10-10T02:16:00Z2019-11-07T22:44:41Z2019-11-07T22:44:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/69 69 How to integrate certificates with DIDs? wontfix satisfied OR13 closed 8 2019-10-14T19:31:48Z2020-02-07T00:41:26Z2020-02-07T00:41:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/70 70 Enable instant DID use/resolution for DID Methods that include a propagation delay pr merged satisfied csuwildcat closed 81 2019-10-14T19:43:29Z2020-12-06T21:08:19Z2020-12-06T21:08:19Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/72 72 Privacy Considerations - Specifically call out GDPR pr merged satisfied msporny closed 22 2019-10-15T13:12:01Z2021-02-02T14:15:48Z2021-02-02T14:15:48Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/74 74 List of authors is broken pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 3 2019-10-16T10:13:48Z2019-10-17T18:51:56Z2019-10-17T18:51:56ZFALSE
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/75 75 tracking revocation of public keys pr merged satisfied TallTed closed 23 2019-10-16T14:23:43Z2020-07-03T13:09:12Z2020-07-03T13:09:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/76 76 Bikeshed the DID specification short name process satisfied msporny closed 18 2019-10-17T00:35:47Z2019-10-28T22:12:30Z2019-10-28T22:12:29Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/80 80 Define conformance classes such as 'DID document processor' pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 1 2019-10-18T08:22:45Z2020-02-21T02:48:52Z2020-02-21T02:48:52Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/85 85 Syntactially differentiate data about the DID versus application data pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 15 2019-10-22T03:21:34Z2020-09-18T13:12:51Z2020-09-18T13:12:50Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/92 92 Add CBOR a valid type of DID document syntax similar to JSON and on par with JSON-LD pr merged satisfied jonnycrunch closed 11 2019-10-29T13:41:04Z2020-06-09T18:41:14Z2020-06-09T18:41:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/94 94 Create DID explainer process satisfied burnburn closed 9 2019-11-05T17:25:34Z2020-10-02T13:32:42Z2020-10-02T13:32:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/95 95 Document Structure pr merged satisfied jricher closed 11 2019-11-05T17:37:36Z2020-07-14T15:25:39Z2020-07-14T15:25:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/98 98 Inconsistant namspace for `method` and/or `method-specific-id` pr merged satisfied mitfik closed 7 2019-11-06T13:52:54Z2020-04-21T14:35:36Z2020-04-21T14:35:36Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/103 103 Separating abstract data model from syntaxes pr merged satisfied talltree closed 18 2019-11-12T07:20:05Z2020-02-21T03:53:10Z2020-02-21T03:53:10Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/104 104 Horizontal Review: Internationalization self test process satisfied iherman open 14 2019-11-13T08:53:42Z2020-12-01T16:37:05Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/105 105 Horizontal Review: Accessibility self test process satisfied iherman open 13 2019-11-13T08:59:24Z2021-02-26T15:44:46Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/106 106 Add contributing.md with specific support for JSON-LD contribution registries satisfied OR13 closed 1 2019-11-13T22:10:22Z2020-02-07T00:42:22Z2020-02-07T00:42:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/107 107 Normative language in Security Considerations pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 3 2019-11-17T15:35:28Z2020-01-25T08:51:28Z2020-01-25T08:51:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/115 115 undecipherable sentence pr merged satisfied TallTed closed 0 2019-11-19T14:03:02Z2020-02-05T21:48:26Z2020-02-05T21:48:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/118 118 Specification needs to be compliant with WCAG 2.0 process satisfied burnburn closed 6 2019-11-22T14:41:21Z2021-03-01T02:39:32Z2021-03-01T02:39:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/119 119 Horizontal Review: offer review opportunity to TAG process satisfied burnburn open 9 2019-11-22T14:44:25Z2021-02-26T15:49:05Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/122 122 When is a DID subject not a DID controller (if ever)? pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 52 2019-11-25T18:02:30Z2020-10-02T13:06:58Z2020-10-02T13:06:58Z
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https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/124 124 Regarding PII Embedded in Key Formats wontfix satisfied OR13 closed 7 2019-11-25T23:20:34Z2020-02-10T18:37:56Z2020-02-10T18:37:56Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/128 128 DID Doc Encoding: Abstract Data Model in JSON registries satisfied SmithSamuelM closed 84 2019-11-26T21:51:11Z2020-02-25T22:28:14Z2020-02-25T22:27:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/131 131 inconsistent mental model connecting id, kid, and references inside a DID doc pr merged satisfied dhh1128 closed 22 2019-11-28T02:59:31Z2020-03-24T23:01:02Z2020-03-24T23:01:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/134 134 Inconsistent normative language around `id` on public keys pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 9 2019-12-03T10:02:47Z2020-04-14T15:25:13Z2020-04-14T15:25:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/137 137 Should the DID parameters be normative in the spec? pr merged satisfied iherman closed 35 2019-12-06T15:06:52Z2020-09-15T20:12:48Z2020-09-15T20:12:48Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/140 140 Should we support multiple encodings of DID docs? pr merged satisfied talltree closed 12 2019-12-07T02:30:51Z2020-02-25T23:27:52Z2020-02-25T23:27:52Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/143 143 Consider adding a well-defined method-specific section to the DID Document registries satisfied cboscolo closed 14 2019-12-13T18:38:34Z2020-03-17T21:55:31Z2020-03-17T21:55:31Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/147 147 What are the differences between Verifiable Credentials and DID document? question satisfied YueJing95 closed 5 2019-12-31T06:44:21Z2020-05-21T19:48:08Z2020-02-27T03:53:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/148 148 Move or reference section about extending in 5.1 Contexts to 5.10 Extensibility overtaken satisfied cboscolo closed 4 2020-01-07T19:13:44Z2020-03-27T13:24:27Z2020-03-27T13:24:27Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/149 149 Does a did method have to implement all CRUD operations? question satisfied gjgd closed 6 2020-01-13T02:13:35Z2020-02-05T14:39:30Z2020-02-05T14:39:30Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/151 151 Include discussion of eIDAS levels-of-assurance issue split satisfied Oskar-van-Deventerclosed 56 2020-01-21T13:48:02Z2020-11-11T04:26:19Z2020-11-11T04:26:19Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/152 152 Do we need a DID method-type feature (capturing new discussion) wontfix satisfied cboscolo closed 18 2020-01-21T19:44:40Z2020-05-28T00:46:29Z2020-05-28T00:46:29Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/153 153 Allowing embedded custom contexts registries satisfied gjgd closed 4 2020-01-22T04:09:51Z2020-05-27T07:42:11Z2020-05-27T07:42:11Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/154 154 Decoupling DID Core spec from LD-Proof / LDS specs pr merged satisfied awoie closed 18 2020-01-22T17:51:57Z2020-06-26T17:26:02Z2020-06-26T17:26:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/158 158 Add usage / key usage for sidetree methods overtaken satisfied OR13 closed 7 2020-01-29T02:11:46Z2020-03-24T22:36:35Z2020-03-24T22:36:34Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/159 159 Remove matrix parameters from the DID specification pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 73 2020-01-29T09:50:59Z2020-05-29T00:32:28Z2020-05-29T00:32:28Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/160 160 Correct misleading language about no dependence upon centralized registries or authorities pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-29T11:01:00Z2020-05-16T17:35:55Z2020-05-16T17:35:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/161 161 Use of undefined terms 'graph-based' and 'tree-based' pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-29T11:31:59Z2020-05-16T17:37:06Z2020-05-16T17:37:06Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/162 162 We should find a better term than 'DID Registry' and better define what it refers to pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 17 2020-01-29T13:30:11Z2020-06-26T17:26:42Z2020-06-26T17:26:42Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/163 163 Uses of terms defined in the specification should be links to their definitions pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 14 2020-01-31T08:50:59Z2021-01-31T22:48:37Z2021-01-31T22:48:37Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/164 164 Unmotivated statement about JSON pointers pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 20 2020-01-31T10:31:08Z2020-05-03T22:02:57Z2020-05-03T22:02:57Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/165 165 What are entityship and start-of-authority (SOA) problems? pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 6 2020-01-31T10:36:17Z2020-07-24T13:00:11Z2020-07-24T13:00:11Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/166 166 Statement on stable DID Registries not actionable pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-31T10:55:01Z2020-03-23T15:44:35Z2020-03-23T15:44:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/167 167 Term 'CRUD operations' is used without being defined pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 5 2020-01-31T11:00:26Z2020-03-27T13:25:34Z2020-03-27T13:25:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/168 168 Underspecified semantics of revoked keys pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 12 2020-01-31T11:08:26Z2020-05-29T00:29:53Z2020-05-29T00:29:53Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/169 169 Replace registries administered community groups with registries established by this specification pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 7 2020-01-31T11:26:13Z2020-06-08T02:07:51Z2020-06-08T02:07:51Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/170 170 Public key 'id' and 'type' members duplicate JWK 'kid' and 'kty' members deferred selfissued open 26 2020-01-31T13:26:27Z2021-02-11T00:23:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/171 171 Add public key examples using JWKs pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 16 2020-01-31T13:43:24Z2020-09-18T13:13:23Z2020-09-18T13:13:23Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/172 172 Use of undefined term 'verification method' pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 4 2020-01-31T14:10:15Z2020-03-10T15:51:41Z2020-03-10T15:51:40Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/173 173 Should multiple 'controller' values be expressible? pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 2 2020-01-31T14:15:21Z2020-02-13T04:06:41Z2020-02-13T04:06:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/174 174 Underspecified semantics of 'updated' property pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 17 2020-01-31T14:27:15Z2020-11-12T21:10:33Z2020-11-12T21:10:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/175 175 Meaning of statement about augmenting X.509 certificates unclear overtaken satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-31T14:37:00Z2020-03-10T16:00:14Z2020-03-10T16:00:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/176 176 Unsubstantiated statement about protecting against attacks when compromised pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-31T14:40:25Z2020-08-24T01:29:14Z2020-08-24T01:29:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/177 177 Use of undefined term 'object capabilities' pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 3 2020-01-31T14:44:11Z2020-03-19T01:41:21Z2020-03-19T01:41:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/178 178 Underspecified statement on combining timestamps with signatures pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 7 2020-01-31T14:48:41Z2020-06-26T17:27:04Z2020-06-26T17:27:04Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/179 179 Do we really want to recommend polling for changes? pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 6 2020-01-31T14:52:39Z2020-04-10T02:32:21Z2020-04-10T02:32:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/180 180 Confusing statement about key revocation on DLTs pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 7 2020-01-31T15:05:42Z2020-03-19T01:47:16Z2020-03-19T01:47:16Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/181 181 Use of undefined term 'verifiable timestamps' pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 5 2020-01-31T15:12:29Z2020-05-27T02:39:40Z2020-05-27T02:39:40Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/182 182 Use of undefined term 'resource' pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 4 2020-01-31T15:30:56Z2020-05-01T13:22:50Z2020-05-01T13:22:50Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/183 183 DID, DID-URL, identification (DID view <-> SW view) pr merged satisfied iherman closed 21 2020-02-03T09:59:37Z2020-03-20T13:17:17Z2020-03-20T13:17:17Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/185 185 Supported ciphers in a DID document wontfix satisfied tplooker closed 64 2020-02-06T05:02:19Z2020-09-02T20:35:01Z2020-09-02T20:34:49Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/187 187 The did-core registry MUST be machine and human readable. registries satisfied OR13 closed 9 2020-02-07T19:51:25Z2020-04-03T13:15:44Z2020-04-03T13:15:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/188 188 Add support for experimental context registries satisfied OR13 closed 3 2020-02-10T15:29:07Z2020-03-24T13:59:35Z2020-03-24T13:59:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/189 189 Test Issue if I can process satisfied nembal closed 0 2020-02-11T10:29:57Z2020-02-11T10:30:09Z2020-02-11T10:30:09Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/190 190 What is being discussed in issue 4 (clarification of TERMX via use-cases, spec pointers, and PR) question satisfied ewelton closed 48 2020-02-12T08:15:40Z2020-06-05T13:14:25Z2020-06-05T13:14:24Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/193 193 Seeking clarification around authentication, public keys, and verification apparatus question satisfied ewelton closed 2 2020-02-13T05:00:32Z2020-05-12T13:33:14Z2020-05-12T13:33:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/194 194 Can we minimize the footprint of the DID document by removing all delegation question satisfied ewelton closed 12 2020-02-13T07:11:41Z2020-04-24T13:12:52Z2020-04-24T13:12:52Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/195 195 Unclear which verification methods are authorized for did document operations overtaken satisfied tplooker closed 12 2020-02-13T23:37:02Z2020-07-14T23:09:15Z2020-07-14T23:09:15Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/198 198 Add sections on DID Resolution pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 11 2020-02-18T10:47:00Z2020-08-07T13:22:18Z2020-08-07T13:22:17Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/199 199 Clarification on what DIDs might identify pr merged satisfied brentzundel closed 70 2020-02-18T20:56:02Z2021-02-01T16:33:58Z2021-02-01T16:33:58Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/200 200 DID URL dereferencing and its relationship to different encodings/representations pr merged satisfied tplooker closed 8 2020-02-20T23:57:12Z2020-05-26T23:31:33Z2020-05-26T23:31:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/201 201 Add resolution procedure for relative URL references pr merged satisfied msporny closed 2 2020-02-21T03:41:03Z2020-03-19T00:43:48Z2020-03-19T00:43:48Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/202 202 JSON-LD Contexts in Registry pr merged satisfied jricher closed 14 2020-02-21T18:05:00Z2020-09-01T19:53:37Z2020-09-01T19:53:37Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/203 203 Define DID Document Metadata pr merged satisfied jricher closed 9 2020-02-21T18:05:38Z2020-10-02T13:16:43Z2020-10-02T13:16:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/204 204 Define terminology for properties and values pr merged satisfied jricher closed 19 2020-02-21T18:05:59Z2020-06-25T13:41:36Z2020-06-25T13:41:36Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/205 205 How to treat unknown properties pr merged satisfied jricher closed 36 2020-02-21T18:09:01Z2020-12-06T21:05:08Z2020-12-06T21:05:08Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/206 206 JSON LD Explanatory Text is extraneous pr merged satisfied jricher closed 7 2020-02-21T18:09:21Z2020-04-10T01:30:06Z2020-04-10T01:30:06Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/207 207 Add section on extensibility and conformance pr merged satisfied jricher closed 6 2020-02-21T18:10:45Z2020-06-12T13:34:13Z2020-06-12T13:34:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/208 208 IETF did+ld+json media type registration pr merged satisfied msporny closed 65 2020-02-22T15:42:52Z2021-01-11T16:59:55Z2021-01-11T16:59:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/210 210 Who or what can be a DID Controller? pr merged satisfied kdenhartog closed 5 2020-02-24T05:04:49Z2020-05-29T01:12:47Z2020-05-29T01:12:47Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/211 211 Shall we need more words on how DIDs support for a centralized identity systems? question satisfied YueJing95 closed 6 2020-02-27T10:23:06Z2020-04-10T03:25:48Z2020-04-10T03:25:48Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/217 217 Should we restrict the value of `id` when used to identify a subject? pr merged satisfied iherman closed 10 2020-03-06T11:30:15Z2020-04-17T13:12:18Z2020-04-17T13:12:17Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/218 218 Change the terminology from 'DID URL' to 'DID Locator' wontfix satisfied iherman closed 25 2020-03-06T11:30:24Z2020-03-31T09:21:33Z2020-03-31T09:21:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/223 223 Define proof property of did document registries satisfied OR13 closed 1 2020-03-15T19:41:57Z2020-03-24T13:58:44Z2020-03-24T13:58:44Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/233 233 Can we nuance our mental model on DID control slightly? question satisfied dhh1128 closed 85 2020-03-18T16:37:54Z2020-04-17T13:13:01Z2020-04-17T13:13:01Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/234 234 Clarify language around what the items in `service` should/must be question satisfied llorllale closed 2 2020-03-19T20:09:20Z2020-04-08T19:07:06Z2020-04-08T19:07:06Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/236 236 publicKeyHex format unused by spec currently registries satisfied kdenhartog closed 22 2020-03-21T13:17:57Z2020-06-16T17:18:37Z2020-06-16T17:18:36Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/240 240 Should did-core restrict the use of JWK? pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 41 2020-03-24T23:08:56Z2020-12-20T18:12:01Z2020-12-20T18:12:01Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/248 248 Need term for relying party pr merged satisfied jandrieu closed 22 2020-04-01T20:35:37Z2020-07-28T22:29:39Z2020-07-28T13:31:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/249 249 How to mitigate the single source of failure wrt/ 'Trust into the Universal Resolver'? wontfix satisfied cstoecker closed 14 2020-04-01T23:50:55Z2020-11-13T14:15:04Z2020-11-13T14:15:04Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/255 255 MIME Types for DID Documents and Representations overtaken satisfied jricher closed 7 2020-04-09T16:39:31Z2020-04-21T19:39:53Z2020-04-21T19:39:53Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/258 258 List of early implementations conforming to spec? registries satisfied codi0 closed 4 2020-04-13T16:38:50Z2020-07-03T13:09:44Z2020-07-03T13:09:44Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/259 259 DIDs and JOSE: publicKey.id and publicKey.publicKeyJwk.kid overtaken satisfied OR13 closed 8 2020-04-13T19:41:53Z2020-06-19T13:15:33Z2020-06-19T13:15:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/260 260 Clear explanation on how can A DID have more than one controller pr merged satisfied YueJing95 closed 4 2020-04-14T10:03:34Z2020-08-20T02:33:41Z2020-08-20T02:33:41Z
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https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/261 261 Definition of the term 'client' in regard to SSI principles pr merged satisfied marceljay closed 8 2020-04-17T13:50:50Z2020-10-02T13:17:27Z2020-10-02T13:17:27Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/266 266 Should DID support self-signed certificates? wontfix satisfied DurandA closed 17 2020-04-27T08:04:54Z2020-09-11T13:35:20Z2020-09-11T13:35:20Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/268 268 What degree should proof purposes be defined for specific application layer usages? pr merged satisfied kdenhartog closed 6 2020-04-28T07:28:02Z2020-06-22T14:10:18Z2020-06-22T14:10:18Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/269 269 transfer of controllership and it's intersection with the subject of an identifier pr merged satisfied kdenhartog closed 11 2020-04-28T07:41:35Z2020-09-08T22:38:52Z2020-09-08T22:38:51Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/270 270 did parameter equivilance overtaken satisfied kdenhartog closed 2 2020-05-05T06:56:00Z2020-06-01T21:12:25Z2020-06-01T21:12:25Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/272 272 Remove all unspecified properties/functionality from the spec pr merged satisfied csuwildcat closed 8 2020-05-05T15:46:50Z2020-06-08T02:12:55Z2020-06-08T02:12:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/273 273 invert mapping between proof purposes and verification methods? overtaken satisfied dhh1128 closed 16 2020-05-05T16:16:43Z2020-06-19T13:16:47Z2020-06-19T13:16:47Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/274 274 Ambiguity around necessity of populated top-level DID Document 'id' property overtaken satisfied csuwildcat closed 3 2020-05-05T23:01:42Z2020-06-09T15:50:09Z2020-06-09T15:50:08Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/275 275 Ambiguity around DID controller public key and authentication method duplicate satisfied nikosft closed 1 2020-05-08T10:57:43Z2020-05-12T14:02:53Z2020-05-12T14:01:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/276 276 Is 'verification method' relevant to inbound (as opposed to outbound) communication? pr merged satisfied dhh1128 closed 8 2020-05-11T23:17:35Z2020-05-17T12:44:12Z2020-05-17T12:44:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/280 280 Remove uses of publicKeyHex duplicate satisfied selfissued closed 4 2020-05-12T03:01:32Z2020-06-26T17:27:22Z2020-06-26T17:27:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/281 281 Specifications needed for supported key representations publicKeyJwk, publcKeyPem, and publicKeyBase58 pr merged satisfied selfissued closed 8 2020-05-12T03:05:58Z2020-08-28T13:07:03Z2020-08-28T13:07:03Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/283 283 Verification method block should be a first citizen like public keys pr merged satisfied awoie closed 8 2020-05-13T09:22:11Z2020-06-08T02:12:56Z2020-06-08T02:12:56Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/289 289 Should DID Methods expose Proof Purposes for DID Operations? wontfix satisfied OR13 closed 44 2020-05-19T23:01:36Z2020-07-14T15:37:32Z2020-07-14T15:36:53Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/290 290 The DID context document is now 404 process satisfied troyronda closed 3 2020-05-20T18:33:09Z2020-05-21T06:50:38Z2020-05-21T06:50:38Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/291 291 PING Horizontal Review process satisfied brentzundel open 20 2020-05-22T13:51:23Z2021-02-26T15:39:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/292 292 Horizontal Review Tracking process satisfied brentzundel open 0 2020-05-22T14:04:25Z2021-01-19T16:10:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/293 293 Remove `proof` pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 3 2020-05-26T15:39:24Z2020-06-08T02:14:10Z2020-06-08T02:14:10Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/294 294 Create a seperate top level block for defining proof purposes overtaken satisfied tplooker closed 21 2020-05-27T04:41:14Z2020-08-28T13:08:04Z2020-08-28T13:08:04Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/301 301 Should we be allowed to multi-reference keys through did documents? external satisfied kdenhartog closed 5 2020-05-29T06:08:38Z2020-06-29T02:34:18Z2020-06-29T02:34:18Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/311 311 Move term definitions into the term document pr merged satisfied jandrieu closed 0 2020-06-03T19:46:31Z2020-06-25T13:43:26Z2020-06-25T13:43:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/313 313 Add links to the definition of 'lowercase' pr merged satisfied xfq closed 5 2020-06-12T03:36:30Z2020-06-25T13:40:22Z2020-06-25T13:40:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/317 317 How are we distinguishing 'core' properties vs 'extension' properties? process satisfied kdenhartog closed 3 2020-06-14T23:49:34Z2020-06-26T17:27:38Z2020-06-26T17:27:38Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/318 318 Should we rename 'verification relationships' to 'authorization relationships'? wontfix satisfied kdenhartog closed 21 2020-06-14T23:58:06Z2020-11-13T14:15:22Z2020-11-13T14:15:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/324 324 Privacy Considerations for service endpoints pr merged satisfied agropper closed 14 2020-06-18T13:27:52Z2021-02-21T21:25:02Z2021-02-21T21:25:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/325 325 According to the working draft as of 8 June 2020, raw secp256r1 public keys must be 32-byte long pr merged satisfied sammotic closed 14 2020-06-20T19:51:47Z2020-12-20T18:11:24Z2020-12-20T18:11:24Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/327 327 Use case for service endpoints / did parameters question satisfied OR13 closed 3 2020-06-21T22:30:44Z2020-07-14T15:55:16Z2020-07-14T15:55:16Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/328 328 Update data model parts of spec to refer to Infra specification pr merged satisfied msporny closed 3 2020-06-22T13:22:30Z2020-08-07T13:22:55Z2020-08-07T13:22:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/329 329 Additional information/proxy service type registries satisfied dlongley closed 9 2020-06-22T14:55:36Z2020-12-01T16:50:01Z2020-12-01T16:48:45Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/332 332 rename master branch process satisfied brentzundel closed 34 2020-06-23T15:23:57Z2020-12-11T21:01:48Z2020-12-11T20:59:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/333 333 DID Syntax pr merged satisfied Crenshinibon closed 16 2020-06-25T07:43:43Z2020-07-28T22:35:00Z2020-07-28T22:35:00Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/336 336 When should did parameters be dropped? duplicate satisfied OR13 closed 1 2020-06-30T20:27:26Z2020-07-02T19:48:33Z2020-07-02T19:48:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/337 337 When should did parameters be dropped? deferred OR13 open 66 2020-06-30T20:30:28Z2021-02-11T00:35:38Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/338 338 Remove proof and service example from CBOR section pr merged satisfied jonnycrunch closed 1 2020-07-02T16:58:10Z2020-09-01T15:49:57Z2020-09-01T15:49:57Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/339 339 CBOR core representation is solid and should NOT be marked as at-risk pr merged satisfied jonnycrunch closed 8 2020-07-02T17:05:24Z2020-11-30T22:30:27Z2020-11-30T22:30:27Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/340 340 Add COSE key format example into CBOR section wontfix satisfied jonnycrunch closed 10 2020-07-02T19:20:06Z2021-01-22T14:06:25Z2021-01-22T14:06:25Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/341 341 Getting IANA Registration for some additional CBOR Tags external satisfied ChristopherA closed 11 2020-07-03T03:41:56Z2020-09-25T13:03:54Z2020-09-25T13:03:54Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/344 344 Impossible DID URL ABNF using eager evaluation without backtracking? pr merged satisfied wyc closed 14 2020-07-12T05:00:49Z2020-08-27T21:35:27Z2020-08-27T21:35:27Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/349 349 Add relative-ref DID URL parameter pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 1 2020-07-15T19:26:14Z2020-08-03T12:56:14Z2020-08-03T12:56:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/353 353 Confusing example in the section 3.2.1 - DID parameters are URI query strings pr merged satisfied Fak3 closed 1 2020-07-21T11:09:06Z2020-07-23T12:28:58Z2020-07-23T12:28:58Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/356 356 Restrict the number of key representation members pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 8 2020-07-23T21:18:01Z2020-11-03T03:59:55Z2020-11-03T03:59:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/358 358 Inconsistency between using key or value to define different types duplicate satisfied JelleMillenaar closed 3 2020-07-24T14:16:32Z2020-08-07T13:23:31Z2020-08-07T13:23:31Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/359 359 Change serviceEndpoint from string-or-object to array-or-object, or just an object with a URI array property wontfix satisfied csuwildcat closed 46 2020-07-24T14:35:12Z2020-09-01T16:52:22Z2020-09-01T16:52:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/361 361 Define serializations for Numbers, Dates, other properties pr merged satisfied jricher closed 19 2020-07-28T22:49:34Z2020-12-14T16:08:40Z2020-12-14T16:08:40Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/363 363 Clarify Authorization requirements. pr merged satisfied Fak3 closed 8 2020-07-29T13:23:01Z2021-01-12T15:31:41Z2021-01-12T15:31:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/364 364 Fill or remove section on DID URL Dereferencing pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 3 2020-07-30T10:52:34Z2020-09-17T19:58:09Z2020-09-17T19:58:08Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/366 366 Verifiable credential creation flow implementation question satisfied mehranshakeri closed 2 2020-08-06T07:54:49Z2020-08-11T07:37:51Z2020-08-11T07:37:51Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/367 367 Move Issues from Spec Registries to DID Core process satisfied OR13 closed 7 2020-08-07T17:13:13Z2020-12-18T14:19:45Z2020-12-18T14:19:45Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/368 368 Ability for DID in a Method to be known as more than one ID, with a canonical selection pr merged satisfied csuwildcat closed 21 2020-08-10T15:19:27Z2020-12-06T21:04:40Z2020-12-06T21:04:39Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/370 370 Consider EFF / ACLU objections by distinguaishing accountable vs. voluntary DIDs deferred agropper open 17 2020-08-11T01:34:38Z2021-02-14T17:56:30Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/373 373 Proposed Appendices on DID Identification Architecture pr merged satisfied talltree closed 60 2020-08-11T23:48:32Z2021-02-09T15:51:00Z2021-02-09T15:51:00Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/374 374 Remove publicKeyPem from did core and did spec tests pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 12 2020-08-19T13:46:59Z2020-12-11T14:11:14Z2020-12-11T14:11:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/375 375 constraints on assertionMethod? Or a different verification purpose? pr merged satisfied dhh1128 closed 13 2020-08-19T16:41:55Z2020-11-11T00:46:10Z2020-11-11T00:46:09Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/379 379 Specify date and time format of version-time DID parameter value pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 2 2020-08-26T13:59:03Z2020-09-29T21:17:55Z2020-09-29T21:17:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/380 380 Why DID Document streaming (`resolveStream`)? pr merged satisfied wyc closed 9 2020-08-26T14:52:08Z2021-01-22T14:07:46Z2021-01-22T14:07:46Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/382 382 Service Endpoints in the DID Doc might be an anti-pattern pr merged satisfied msporny closed 149 2020-08-28T16:38:31Z2021-01-12T15:32:13Z2021-01-12T15:32:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/384 384 Normative statements review pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 25 2020-08-31T17:13:33Z2021-01-12T15:32:32Z2021-01-12T15:32:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/385 385 Are we okay with not testing DID URL's query? wontfix satisfied wyc closed 4 2020-09-01T23:30:25Z2020-11-20T03:07:44Z2020-11-20T03:07:44Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/386 386 need to clarify revocation vs. rotation pr merged satisfied dhh1128 closed 84 2020-09-02T13:15:46Z2021-02-01T20:29:28Z2021-02-01T20:29:28Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/390 390 Section 'Authentication and Verifiable Claims': Add language about legal identity pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 5 2020-09-08T10:27:26Z2021-01-07T22:59:56Z2021-01-07T22:59:56Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/391 391 Section 'Authentication and Verifiable Claims': Add subsection about key security pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 4 2020-09-08T10:27:28Z2021-01-28T14:54:02Z2021-01-28T14:54:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/398 398 Abstract data model is not secure registries satisfied OR13 closed 9 2020-09-17T13:53:02Z2020-12-12T18:33:17Z2020-12-12T18:33:17Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/399 399 DID Fragment semantics cleanup needed pr merged satisfied iherman closed 4 2020-09-17T14:51:24Z2021-01-24T20:00:49Z2021-01-24T20:00:49Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/400 400 Incompatibilities in the fragment definitions pr merged satisfied iherman closed 6 2020-09-17T15:01:58Z2020-11-13T14:15:44Z2020-11-13T14:15:44Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/401 401 DID Core editorial review (1) pr merged satisfied iherman closed 5 2020-09-17T16:24:54Z2020-12-01T16:47:24Z2020-12-01T16:47:24Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/402 402 Handling additional errors in resolution/dereferencing pr merged satisfied clehner closed 3 2020-09-17T16:30:21Z2020-11-11T01:08:45Z2020-11-11T01:08:45Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/403 403 DID Core editorial review (2) pr merged satisfied iherman closed 13 2020-09-18T16:41:12Z2020-12-01T16:47:32Z2020-12-01T16:47:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/404 404 Precise specification of the DID Core Vocabulary registries satisfied iherman closed 42 2020-09-19T10:59:03Z2021-02-08T16:20:23Z2021-02-08T16:20:23Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/405 405 Is this a misspelling? 32 vs. 33 bit for publicKeyBase58 wontfix satisfied iherman closed 5 2020-09-20T07:56:56Z2020-10-02T13:19:40Z2020-10-02T13:19:40Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/411 411 Ordered set of links for controllers? pr merged satisfied iherman closed 6 2020-09-21T10:44:49Z2020-12-04T14:15:28Z2020-12-04T14:15:28Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/413 413 DID Document vs. DID Subject wontfix satisfied burnburn closed 13 2020-09-21T15:12:30Z2020-11-11T01:07:41Z2020-11-11T01:07:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/416 416 JSON-LD context specific questions about DID Core specification question satisfied veikkoeeva closed 10 2020-09-24T21:03:38Z2020-12-20T18:33:24Z2020-12-20T18:33:06Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/417 417 How should resolvers handle the accept header? pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 56 2020-09-25T13:37:38Z2020-12-27T18:49:27Z2020-12-27T18:49:27Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/419 419 Discoverability of `version-id` question satisfied oed closed 8 2020-09-28T09:36:51Z2020-10-01T09:39:49Z2020-10-01T09:39:48Z
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https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/421 421 Current language around equivalent canonical DIDs increases signature verification complexity pr merged satisfied tplooker closed 44 2020-09-29T23:20:43Z2020-12-06T21:04:22Z2020-12-06T21:04:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/423 423 Add NOTE about Verification Method types and remove the redundant languages on key representations from DID Core pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 4 2020-10-01T19:46:17Z2020-12-20T18:27:23Z2020-12-20T18:27:23Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/425 425 DID Spec Registries needs to specify registration process wrt. restrictions. registries satisfied jandrieu closed 9 2020-10-03T18:38:48Z2021-01-31T21:51:08Z2021-01-31T21:51:08Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/432 432 Restrictions on `@context` property values in DID Documents pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 21 2020-10-08T16:05:11Z2020-12-27T18:50:13Z2020-12-27T18:50:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/435 435 Lack of clarity regarding Numbers in the Abstract Data Model duplicate satisfied jonnycrunch closed 2 2020-10-13T02:21:30Z2020-10-29T20:00:30Z2020-10-29T20:00:30Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/439 439 application/did+json should be marked at risk wontfix satisfied OR13 closed 19 2020-10-14T00:45:33Z2020-12-12T18:48:01Z2020-12-12T18:48:01Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/447 447 Differentiate external properties in examples pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 1 2020-10-27T19:07:16Z2021-01-26T15:04:07Z2021-01-26T15:04:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/452 452 Compound key is not clear and points to wikipedia not a normative definition pr merged satisfied jonnycrunch closed 6 2020-10-29T19:57:51Z2021-01-31T21:52:47Z2021-01-31T21:52:47Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/453 453 Updating architecture overview diagrams pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 15 2020-11-05T05:01:29Z2021-02-13T22:09:13Z2021-02-13T22:09:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/456 456 Data Model and Representations 'Value and Lexical Space' pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 5 2020-11-10T16:21:21Z2020-12-20T18:29:10Z2020-12-20T18:29:10Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/461 461 Should CDDL replace INFRA as the language of the ADM is a question that needs to be resolved by the working group? wontfix satisfied jonnycrunch closed 3 2020-11-17T15:40:39Z2020-12-01T16:09:19Z2020-12-01T16:09:19Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/462 462 Representations need explicit type conversion rules pr merged satisfied jricher closed 4 2020-11-17T16:54:31Z2020-12-14T16:21:29Z2020-12-14T16:21:29Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/463 463 Naming classes of properties and syntax pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 13 2020-11-18T23:39:51Z2021-01-28T18:30:39Z2021-01-28T18:30:39Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/464 464 DID Core must define how to compute the digest to secure did spec registry entries contexts pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 3 2020-11-19T22:50:24Z2020-12-20T18:10:42Z2020-12-20T18:10:42Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/468 468 Should 'deactivated' be an error code? pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 15 2020-11-24T10:00:07Z2021-02-09T15:46:07Z2021-02-09T15:46:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/478 478 How should contributors register the same DID Method on multiple networks? question satisfied OR13 closed 24 2020-08-03T18:41:49Z2020-12-20T19:28:36Z2020-12-20T19:28:36Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/479 479 Provide better service.type examples pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 8 2020-12-08T23:21:19Z2021-01-03T17:05:12Z2021-01-03T17:05:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/481 481 Section 6.3.3.1 DAG CBOR spec link question satisfied manicprogrammerclosed 2 2020-12-09T18:54:37Z2020-12-10T15:27:41Z2020-12-10T15:27:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/483 483 Issue with using `version-id` and key revocation pr merged satisfied oed closed 8 2020-12-10T13:38:20Z2020-12-27T18:56:35Z2020-12-27T18:56:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/491 491 DID method name should be ASCII alphanumeric in lowercase pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 3 2020-12-14T11:07:14Z2020-12-20T18:35:32Z2020-12-20T18:35:32Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/494 494 Discussion on 'localized rules for handling properties' not described anywhere pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 1 2020-12-14T14:04:34Z2020-12-27T18:19:22Z2020-12-27T18:19:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/495 495 `updated` property's initial value is not defined clearly pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 11 2020-12-14T14:22:32Z2021-01-29T14:44:56Z2021-01-29T14:44:56Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/496 496 Inconsistent definition/name of DID Document (or abstract data model?) pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 3 2020-12-14T14:35:26Z2020-12-21T12:53:05Z2020-12-20T20:09:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/498 498 Datetime data type missing timezone and precision pr merged satisfied msporny closed 4 2020-12-14T16:03:08Z2020-12-27T18:24:55Z2020-12-27T18:24:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/499 499 Metadata properties don't define data model and serialization format pr merged satisfied msporny closed 3 2020-12-14T16:06:02Z2021-01-03T17:02:21Z2021-01-03T17:02:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/500 500 Representation property or representation-specific property ? duplicate satisfied shigeya closed 4 2020-12-14T23:03:33Z2020-12-15T23:08:21Z2020-12-15T23:08:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/502 502 `Decentralized extension` is not discussed pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 6 2020-12-14T23:15:03Z2021-01-03T16:36:41Z2021-01-03T16:36:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/504 504 Issues in 'Note on Persistence' in DID Syntax section pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 7 2020-12-15T00:57:49Z2021-02-02T14:17:46Z2021-02-02T14:17:46Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/505 505 The definition of 'the top-level' of the abstract data model is unclear pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 7 2020-12-15T01:05:39Z2021-01-07T02:46:44Z2020-12-20T20:44:57Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/506 506 Correct the serviceEndpoint property to allow for a string or array of strings pr merged satisfied csuwildcat closed 2 2020-12-15T02:06:44Z2020-12-27T18:59:05Z2020-12-27T18:59:05Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/518 518 Minor editorial issue: discrepancy between alsoKnownAs and others pr merged satisfied iherman closed 10 2020-12-29T12:56:14Z2021-01-12T15:33:02Z2021-01-12T15:33:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/520 520 missing comma in example 37 pr merged satisfied bshambaugh closed 1 2021-01-02T03:26:27Z2021-01-03T18:44:14Z2021-01-03T18:33:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/523 523 should indicate what the CBOR integers are counting since Unix epoch pr merged satisfied TallTed closed 9 2021-01-03T16:11:55Z2021-01-24T19:03:59Z2021-01-24T19:03:59Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/527 527 one more `the Data Model` needs to be linked duplicate satisfied TallTed closed 3 2021-01-04T02:32:14Z2021-01-22T14:09:04Z2021-01-22T14:09:03Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/529 529 Requirement of MUST for `id` in Verfication Methods and Service Endpoints? wontfix satisfied iherman closed 7 2021-01-05T08:06:48Z2021-01-12T16:17:00Z2021-01-12T16:17:00Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/530 530 Decentralized Identifiers Improvement Proposal (DIIPs) deferred jonnycrunch open 5 2021-01-05T16:23:00Z2021-02-11T00:35:39Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/532 532 Some Question About DID question satisfied zhanb closed 3 2021-01-06T10:31:32Z2021-01-13T03:42:02Z2021-01-13T03:41:20Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/537 537 extra whitespace after internal references pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 0 2021-01-11T11:54:40Z2021-01-24T18:13:42Z2021-01-24T18:13:42Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/538 538 Replace 'herd immunity' with 'herd privacy' pr merged satisfied jandrieu closed 1 2021-01-11T17:48:10Z2021-01-20T01:30:55Z2021-01-20T01:30:55Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/539 539 Clean up herd privacy issues deferred satisfied jandrieu open 17 2021-01-11T23:41:47Z2021-02-11T00:35:39Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/545 545 DID URL dereferencing term definition is inconsistent with its section pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 2 2021-01-13T01:28:02Z2021-01-24T20:07:11Z2021-01-24T20:07:11Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/549 549 Concerns regarding testability of DID Resolution and Dereferencing pr merged satisfied msporny closed 14 2021-01-17T20:34:25Z2021-02-11T00:24:12Z2021-02-11T00:24:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/551 551 application/did+dag+cbor not implementable? pr merged satisfied msporny closed 51 2021-01-17T21:43:52Z2021-02-11T00:33:45Z2021-02-11T00:33:45Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/556 556 Question about colons from TAG question satisfied brentzundel closed 5 2021-01-18T16:26:01Z2021-01-20T21:05:14Z2021-01-20T21:05:14Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/559 559 There is no description of the difference between resolve and resolveRepresentation functions pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 2 2021-01-19T11:23:08Z2021-02-08T14:00:01Z2021-02-08T14:00:01Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/563 563 Replace undefined term 'resolving party' in equivalence properties pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 2 2021-01-20T09:00:25Z2021-01-28T14:55:12Z2021-01-28T14:55:12Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/575 575 Global uniqueness of method-specific-id is not necessary, also hard to achieve pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 6 2021-01-25T09:51:28Z2021-02-02T22:35:21Z2021-02-02T22:35:21Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/577 577 Move 'resource=true' parameter from DID Core to the DID Spec Registries pr merged satisfied jandrieu closed 7 2021-01-25T19:01:45Z2021-02-11T00:31:29Z2021-02-11T00:31:28Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/580 580 Is it acceptable to implicitly suggest implementing version control for a VDR? pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 14 2021-01-26T15:28:02Z2021-02-09T15:46:35Z2021-02-09T15:46:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/583 583 Proving Control sections are wrong pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 2 2021-01-28T14:43:52Z2021-02-25T22:09:23Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/584 584 alsoKnownAs at risk? pr merged satisfied rhiaro closed 5 2021-01-28T14:46:02Z2021-02-09T15:47:22Z2021-02-09T15:47:22Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/585 585 Deterministic canonical form for CBOR/DagCBOR not implementable, prevents other representations pr merged satisfied msporny closed 9 2021-01-28T16:05:23Z2021-02-13T22:10:11Z2021-02-13T22:10:11Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/590 590 Personal data' or 'PII' pr merged satisfied peacekeeper closed 1 2021-02-02T13:53:52Z2021-02-14T13:46:33Z2021-02-14T13:46:33Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/598 598 IANA consideration should be its own section pr merged satisfied iherman closed 1 2021-02-03T12:30:51Z2021-02-12T14:28:54Z2021-02-12T14:28:54Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/599 599 de-conflated verification method? question satisfied dhh1128 closed 9 2021-02-03T21:04:12Z2021-02-08T17:58:46Z2021-02-08T17:58:46Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/618 618 Minor editorial fixes for Architecture Diagrams pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 4 2021-02-11T01:31:44Z2021-03-01T02:23:00Z2021-03-01T02:23:00Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/625 625 Diagrams need SVG and detailed description peacekeeper open 0 2021-02-11T21:56:34Z2021-03-02T15:11:35Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/646 646 Needed a help on improving diagrams (reducing complexity, relocation, and addition) pr merged satisfied shigeya closed 2 2021-02-15T09:49:23Z2021-03-01T13:54:25Z2021-03-01T13:54:25Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/647 647 Is this a bug in the spec? pr merged satisfied iherman closed 6 2021-02-15T11:09:57Z2021-02-17T15:21:05Z2021-02-17T15:21:05Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/656 656 Declare that order is unimportant in all 'ordered sets' pr merged satisfied TallTed closed 7 2021-02-16T15:19:38Z2021-03-01T02:40:16Z2021-03-01T02:40:16Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/662 662 Solution for production of representation specific properties issue split satisfied OR13 closed 2 2021-02-17T00:30:19Z2021-02-17T15:44:03Z2021-02-17T15:44:03Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/664 664 DID Document, Representation, and Representation-Entries data model? pr merged satisfied msporny closed 7 2021-02-17T15:22:31Z2021-02-26T13:47:07Z2021-02-26T13:47:07Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/667 667 At risk: nextUpdate, nextVersionId process satisfied oed closed 6 2021-02-18T12:35:22Z2021-02-18T16:15:59Z2021-02-18T16:15:59Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/669 669 (Editorial) acknowledgement at the right place pr merged satisfied iherman closed 4 2021-02-18T14:23:51Z2021-03-01T02:20:26Z2021-03-01T02:20:26Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/672 672 (editorial) Erroneous causality in the terminology item on DID? pr merged satisfied iherman closed 5 2021-02-18T15:18:20Z2021-02-21T21:25:24Z2021-02-21T21:25:24Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/674 674 How exactly semicolon is reserved pr merged satisfied iherman closed 6 2021-02-18T16:34:24Z2021-02-21T21:25:38Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/680 680 The definition of dereference output in Sec. 1.3 is not in sync with the definition of contentStream in Sec. 8.2 overtaken satisfied shigeya closed 3 2021-02-19T04:45:00Z2021-02-24T04:13:59Z2021-02-24T04:13:59Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/684 684 This may be a minor bug: media type file extensions pr merged satisfied iherman closed 2 2021-02-19T15:20:30Z2021-03-01T02:20:41Z2021-03-01T02:20:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/685 685 references to RFC 7159 pr merged satisfied reschke closed 6 2021-02-19T15:53:01Z2021-02-26T14:55:13Z2021-02-26T14:55:13Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/687 687 Deactivated is not an errror pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 3 2021-02-20T19:00:27Z2021-02-23T16:28:41Z2021-02-23T16:28:41Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/688 688 typo: This property is OPTIONAL for the resolveResolution pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 3 2021-02-20T19:11:25Z2021-02-21T21:33:43Z2021-02-21T21:33:43Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/689 689 What is the non empty value didResolutionMetadata when `resolve` is called pr merged satisfied OR13 closed 6 2021-02-20T21:57:10Z2021-03-01T15:33:02Z2021-03-01T15:33:02Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/693 693 Support for threshold multi-sig verificationMethod wontfix satisfied gimly-jack closed 8 2021-02-23T12:06:08Z2021-03-02T16:44:40Z2021-03-02T16:19:54Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/694 694 Support for delegated verificationMethods wontfix satisfied gimly-jack closed 6 2021-02-23T12:31:14Z2021-03-02T16:44:42Z2021-03-02T16:19:58Z
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https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/695 695 Support for combination of threshold multi-sig and delegated verificationMethod wontfix satisfied gimly-jack closed 5 2021-02-23T12:42:22Z2021-03-02T16:44:40Z2021-03-02T16:20:03Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/697 697 Potential problems with requiring 'controller' for 'verificationMethod' wontfix satisfied peacekeeper closed 18 2021-02-23T17:00:54Z2021-03-02T16:44:40Z2021-03-02T16:19:42Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/698 698 Path semantics (general vs method-specific) pr merged satisfied dmitrizagidulin closed 6 2021-02-23T18:44:14Z2021-03-01T02:21:29Z2021-03-01T02:21:29Z
https://github.com/w3c/did-core/issues/699 699 Adding % (percent) character to the 'idchar' ABNF rule of DID URIs pr merged satisfied dmitrizagidulin closed 6 2021-02-23T19:15:59Z2021-03-01T02:21:43Z2021-03-01T02:21:43Z
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